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To all whom it may concern. 
Be it known that I, JOHN MURPHY, a citizen 

of the United States, residing at Parsons,‘ in 
the county of Labette and State of Kansas, 
have invented new and useful Improvements 
in Jointed Piston-Head Packing-Rings, of 

‘ whichthe following is a speci?cation. 
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My invention relates to packings for pis 
ton-heads of steam-engine cylinders; and my 
invention consists inthe combination of three ‘ 
or more packing-segments with‘ an interior 
spring which presses outwardly against the 
segments. ‘ p - ' 

The advantages of my herein-described pack 
ing over the usual one-piece packing-rings are: 
With my packing the pressure of the pack 
ing upon the cylinder is much less. With my 
packing the pressure of the packing upon the 
cylinder is equal at all points of its periphery, 
and hence neither the packing nor the cylin 
der will be unequally worn away by the'recip 
rocation of the piston, which unequal wear is 
a serious fault of the old-style one-piece pack 
ing-rings. ' ' 

My invention possesses further advantages, 
which ‘it is not necessaryqto explain. 
My invention is completely illustrated in 

I the accompanying drawings, in which~ 
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Figure 1 is an elevation of a packing-ring 
embodying my invention. Fig. 2 is an edge 
view of the same.’ Fig. 3 is a sectional view 
of a part of a-piston-head provided with my 
packing. Fig. 4 represents the ends of the 
packing-spring, the adjacent portion of the 
bull-ring, and a pin projecting from thelatter 

I between the ends of the spring. 
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1 designates“ the‘ packing~ring, ‘which is 
turned from cast-iron or other metal to the 
same diameter asthe bore of the cylinder for 
which it is intended. Then said ring is sawed 
into three or more equal segments 1 1 and 1, 
three being the preferred number. In the 
meeting ends of two of said segments I cut 
recesses 3, the purpose of which is to receive 
the ends of a spring'described hereinafter. 
Thpe’two joints 4 are ?led and scraped to true 
planes and are then rubbed together with 

its‘spring 5. 

wet emery-powder between them while in the 
cylinder. These processes insure that the 
said joints between the segments‘ will be 50 
steam-tight when the ends of the segments 
are in contact. ' 

Within the packing-ring is forced a 0-‘ 
shaped steel spring 5. When free, the diam 
eter of this spring is about one-quarter larger 55 
than that of the packing-ring. The ends of > 
said spring are bent outwardly and are in 
serted in the recesses 3 in- the ends of the 
packing-segments.’ The elasticity of said 
spring not only forces the segments I out- ,60 
wardly againstthe cylinder, but presses them 
vtogether at their joints 4. Thus a small gap I 
6 will be left between the ends of the recessed 
segments. This gap is placed at the bottom 
of the cylinder ‘when the bull-ring 7, Figs. 3 65 I 
and 4, is in steam-tight contact with the cyl 
inderI, The packing-grooves in the bull-ring 
are about one-eighth inch deeper ‘than the 
combined thickness of the packing-ring and 
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In Fig. 3 the‘ packing-rings project from 

. the piston, as the cylinder is not shown. 
A pin or stud 8 is driven tightly into ahole 

in the face of the bull-ring 7 near its periphery,‘ 
and said pin projects between the ends of the 75 
spring 5. The bull-ring being non-rotatable, 
pin 8 prevents the packing-ring from work 
ing around out of its proper position, as one‘ 
end of‘the spring 5 would strike the pin and 
prevent such slipping. When the steam is ad- 80 
mitted to the'cylinder, it increases the pressure 
both on the joints and against the cylinder. 

It will be evident that my packing pos 
. sesses the advantages mentioned hereinbefore, 
and is inexpensive to construct and reliable in 35 
its operation. _ ' 

Aplurality of nested O-shapedsprings may 
be substituted for the single spring 5 without 
departing from the spirit and scope of my in 
vention. 
Having now fully described my invention, 

what I claim as new, and desire to secure by 
Letters Patent of the United States, is— 
The combination \Vl'tll a bull-ring, of a pack 
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ing-ring comprising a plurality of segments, 
recesses cut in the meeting ends of two of said 
segments, a C-shaped spring con?ned Within g T \ , ) W v 
said ring, the ends of said spring being bent ‘1011b ‘ [UB1 In ' 
outwardly into said recesses, and a pm secured \V1tncsses: 
to the bull-rmg and pr03ecting between the \V. D. ATKINsON, 

.In testimony whereof I ailix my signature in 
the presence of two witnesses. 

ends of said spring, substantially as described. , LAURA Bnom: ERG. 


